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Abstract on tank pressure and it will be necessary to maintain
tank pressure during operation by using the ergine to

A low pressure nuclearthermal rocket (LPNTR) is hea'Lhydrogen. A concepthas not been defined for this
configuredto meet the requirenmntsof a nuclear stage system,but it is anticipatedthe neutron and gamma
for manned Mars exploration. Safety, reliabilityand heatingexternal to the reactorwill be sufficientto
performanceare given equal consideration in selecting heat the hydrogen.
the stage configuration. Preliminarytrade studiesare
conductedto size the engine thrust and determinethe Propellantflows under tank pressure into the nozzle
thrust chamber pressure. A weight breakdown and exit cone, cools a portion of the nozz'leand t_e
mechanical configurationfor'the selectedLPNTR concept pressure vessel, lt enters the core through passages in
are defined. A seven engine stage configurationis the centralcore structurean_ exits through the
selected which gives a two engine out capabilityand individualfuel modules into the thrust chamber. A
eliminates the need for engine gimbaling. The stage can by-pass flow enters the reactor through the center of
be ground assembledand launchedas _ unit including the core structureand diffuses uniformly into the
tankagefor trans Earth injectionand Earth orbital hollow central cavity for reactivitycontrol. The
capture. The tankage "isconfiguredto eliminate the need central cavity has flow passages permitting the
for an inert shield. The small engine will be cheaperto reactivitycontrol hydrogen to join the main hydrogen
developthan a single engine providing full thrust,and flow prior to entering the fuel modul_s. A poison rod
will be compatiblewith stages for Earth orbital, Lunar can also enter the centralflow passage for additional
and deep space missions. Mission analyses are presented safety during launchor during shutdown periods.
with engine operation in a high thrust mode and in a dual
range high thrust-lowthrust mode. Mass savingsover a From the central cavity the propellantflows between the
referenceNERVA stage are projected to be 45-55% for the beryllium core structure and the outer frit of the
high thrust operatingn_de and 50-60% for the dual range particle fuel bed as shown on Fig. 3. The flow enters
nwxle. Potentialexists for further increases in the fuel bed through an outer frit, flows axiallyacross
performanceby optimizing the thrust chamber/nozzle the particle fuel, and exiLs through an inner frit and
design, flows radiallyout throughthe central cavity of the

fuel module Matching power and flow in the fuel module
is a critical design considerationand INEL is

papersI consideringfuel wafers, refractoryfoams, wire screens,Two prior ,2 have provided a descriptionand etc., as al'_ernatesto the fuel particles. These will
performanceestimate for the INEL low pressurenuclear have poorer heat transfercharacteristicsand may force
thermal rocketconcept as well as background information larger cores with a somewhat lower engine
on nuclear rocketsoperating at low (e.g.,<50 psia) thrust-to-weight.
chamberpressure _ith hydrogen propellant. In these
papers a baseline engine operating at a high thrust The heat transfer studieson the reference particle bed

chamber temperature(>3200K) and a low thrust chamber concept are based on a projected hea_ transfer
pressure (-ZO psia) was projected to produce a specific augmentationas indicatedby Bussard and reproduced
impulseof -1250 s at an engine thrust to weight of about on Fig. 4. Additionalheat transfer data with
6:1. In this paper, additionalengine studiesare dissociatinghydrogen in conjunctionwith improved
presented and the engine is conFi!)uredfor integration materials propertiesdata are needed to make a final
with a stage which fits the general requirementsdefined decision on fuel f fm.
by NASA for a manned MarB mission.

Projected performance,design data and weight estimates
_c_ee_ for the referenceengine are sun_rized on Table I.

Performanceis projectedat both 3200 K and 3BO0 K. The
The general configuration,internal concept, and fuel 3600 K column only indicatesthose values that are
module for the reference LPNTR are shown on Figs. I-3. different than those for the 3200 K thrust chamber
'Thecore is _.phericalwith 120 fuel modules evenly spaced temperature.
around the sphere. The core is held together by a
centra'l metal structurewhich mat_s to the stage through PreliminaryReactor Analysis and Trade Studies
the flange at the top of the reactor (Fig. Z). Two
beryllium half shells are attached to the central In the prior studies on the LPNTRI'2 it was indicated
structureand the fuel n_dules are attached to the the reactor would operate at a maximum average core exit
beryllium. The referencenozzle configuration (Fig. i) temperatureof 3200 K. This was based on studiesat the
is based on stage constraintsas defined in the stage end _ the NERVA program indicatingthe feasibilityof
section. On Fig.l, stage pressurizationlines are shown using an all carbide fuel element consistingof a
for information. The referenceengine concept operates mixture of uranium and zirconiumcarbide. Mixtures of

hafnium or tantalum and uranium carbide have the
* Member AIAA potential to operate at higher tm_eratures, but the

neutronics 'inthe NERVA core made the use of these
: Prepared for the U.S. Departmentof Energy, Idaho materials appear unfeasible. The spherical core

Operations Office,under DOE Contract No. proposed by INEL for the LPNTR has more favorable
DE-ACO7-TB;DOI570. neutronicsar;da preliminarystudy has been conductedto
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The fuel model used for analysis is shown on Fig. 5. lt • A single engine configurationis consideredto be
is similarto the baselinemodel, except the inner10% of absolutelyunacceptablefrom the standpointof
the fuel bed and the inner frit is assumedto consistof safety and reliability. A two engine out
a hafnium IBO-uraniumcarbidemixture. The fuel loading capabilitywas selected based on indicationsthis
is assumedto be 0.5 g U235/ccover the entire bed and a was being consideredas a requirementfor the Lunar

of 1.054+/-.020was obtained indicatinga transfer vehicle._icient _argin for reactorcriticalityand control.
The availab:ledata indicateshafniummelts about 400 K • A seven engine configurationw&s selected because
higher than zirconium and assumingthe structural the failureof any two engineswould leave at least
propertiesof the materialsare representedby the t_ree aligned for thrustingthrough the center of
melting points, it is assumeda 3600 K thrust chamber the stage. This is sufficientthrust for all
_._mperature is feasible, lt will be necessary to obtain maneuvers except for trans Mars injection, (TMI)
additional materials property data to verify this and with the perigee pulsing for TMI, the mission
assumption. Fig. 6 shows a typical power density and can be aborted after the failure of any single
temperature distribution radially through a particle bed engine.
fuel assembly with I mmdiameter particles.

• The smaller engines will be much cheaper to develop
In order to select an engine size for the stage trade and ground test.
studies described in the next section, it was n_cessary
to estimate how engine parameters change as function of • The smaller engines will be easier to configure
the thrust level. Estimated changes in key parameters into a stage for orbital transfer, Lunar or deep
are indicated in Figs. 7 and 8. The parameter changes space exploration missions. Versatility will be an
for a fixed engine size (core ID/OD=35/70 cm) are important cost factor in the final selection of any
indicated by Fig. 7, where the changes in power density propulsion system for space transportation.
and chamber pressure are approximately proportional to
thrust increases. The engine T/W increases to about 20:1 • The nuclear stage which fits within the 30 x I0 m
at a thrust of -60,000 Ibf, and then levels off. The envelope shown on Fig. g c_n be ground assembled
theoretical specific impulse is also fairly well leveled and launched as a single unit, eliminating the need
off by the time the 60.000 Ibf thrust is reached: The for space assembly'.
principal gains in theoretical specific impulse are most
significant below about 30,000 Ibf thrust. • The stage as shown has a disk shield above each

engine t_ meet a requirement for the NASA NTP
For the parameter changes indicatedon Fig. 8, the workshop . Shieldinganalysis at INEL indicates
reactorsize is changedwhile the chamber pressure this will not be required uslng the configuration
remainsfixed at 15 psia. Note that the engine shown on Fig. 9. The Earth Orbital Capture (EOC)
thrust/weightratio is estimatedto remain approximately tanks have been configuredto retain sufficient
the same (T/W=6)as the engine thrust is increaseda propellantto provide shieldingduring the high
factor of four (from -11,000 to -44,000 Ibr). For this power portion of the EOC burn. After Earth orbit_i
comparison,the nozzle lengthwas kept constant to capture is complete the propellant remaining in the
preventthe size from gettingtoo large. This resulted tank can be used for final cooling of the reactor.
in a reduction in area ratio and specific impulseas the As the reactor cools less shielding is required ant!
chamberpressure was increased. Many additional at all times sufficientastronaut protection is
parametricanalyses can be done to assist in selectingan provided without the need for the dead weight
optimumengine/nozzleconfigurationbut time and funding shield.
constraintsdid not permit additionalwork to support
this paper. • The stage configurationalso has the potential

advantage that it may be possible to move all
Figures7 and 8 show the specific impulsefor shifting control and electronichardware to the top of the

and frozen equilibrium. As mentioned in prior EOC tank. Tilisis illustratedon Fig. 10. The
papers ' , there is a great uncertainty'inthe kinetics LPNTR does not requirethe transmissionof hot
of hydrogen dissociation/recombinationin the core-thrust hydrogen to drive a turbineand with only the

chamber-nozzlesystem. For the performance4analysis non-compressiblelegs of liquidhydrogen in the
presented later in this paper,the TDK code is used to center of the EOC tank, it should be possible to
estimatespecific impulse. This code indicatesonly controlthrust and power from above the tank. This
minor gain_ in specific impulseas pressure is dropped will substantiallydecreasethe radiation to the
for the conventionalthrust chambernozzle arrangement controlvalves anO associatedelectronicsgiving an
used in the baselineconcept (Fig. I). The code does, increase in the reliabilityof the control system,
however, indicatethat non-conventionalarrangements
would improve specific impulseand additionalstudy is With the engine constrainedto a 10,700 Ibf thrust and
needed in this area. The data base supportingthe the nozzle limitedin lengthand exit area a final trade
hydrogenmodel in the TDK code is inadequateand study was made to select an operating pressure. The
additionalkinetics data for hydrogen chamberpressure was reducedfrom 35 to 7 psia by
dissociation/recombinationare needed before additional openingthe nozzle throat to maintain thrust. This
optimizationstudieswould be meaningful, resulted in a decreased the nozzle expansion ratio and

the TDK code was used to estimate the resultingspecific
PreliminaryStao_Concept impulse. The resultsare shown on Fig. 11. Fifteen

psia was selected for the referenceengine.
A preliminarystage concept using the LPNTR has been
definedusing the generalguidelines supplied by NASA MissionAnals_y.s_L_

for manned Mars explorationat the nuclear thermal
propulsionworkshop . A schematicof the stage concept The ,_evenengine LPNTR clusterstage is compared to

is shown on Fig. 9, The stage produces 75,00_ Ibf thrust NERVA d_rivativesfor the NASA 2016 NTR Reference
with seven LPNTRs each producing-10,600 Ibf thrust. The Mission using severaldifferentLPNTR performance
decisionto use seven engines inthe stage configuration levelsas shown on Table 2 For the high performance
illustratedon Fig. 9 is qualitativebased on the option, it is assumed that the LPNTR chamber pressure
followingconsiderations; and thrust are reduceda factor of 5 below their normal

___
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full power level, with a resu'Itingincrease in specific _ressure. la_les 4 and 5 summarizethese advantages
impulseto ]350 s. The NERVA engine could be reduced to relativeto a high pressure engine. The improved
forty percent thrust at full operatingtemperatureand it performanceof the LPNTR results in substantialmission
was arbitrarilyassumed that without the problemof pump advantages. On the referenceNASA misslon for Mars
stall, the LPNTR could be redur.....an additional20%. The explorationthe concept can save up to 60% of the
increaseto 1350 s specific impulse isnot predicted by initialmass in low earth orbit. It isconcluded that

the TDK code.' ]t is based on preOiction_by Bussard and developmentof a low pressure nuclear thermalrocket
others as summarized in the prior papers ' The should be a priority task for the U,S space program.
mission analysis results, Table 3, indicatemass savimgs
of 2_i to 866 MT or 45 to 60% for the various scenarios References
analyzed,

!, C, F. Leyse, W. _ Madsen, J, H, Ramsthaler and S,
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potentialto give the maximum performancewhich can be
obtained from a sol_d core nuclearthermalpropu'ision 2. C.F. Leyse, J. H. Ramsthaler and B. G. Schnitzler,
engine, lt has neutronicswhich are favorablefor INEL, "The Low Pressure Nuclear ThermalRocket,"
operatingwith the highestmeltlng materialsknown at the AIAA 90-1952, AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE26th Joint
present time. The specific impulse ismaximized by PropulsionConference,July 16-18, 1990.
operatingthe reactorat pressuresand temperatureswhich
are favorablefor the dissociationof hydrogen. The 3. R.W. Bussardand R. D. Delauer Fundamentalsof

recombinationof hydrogen as the pressure is dropped in NuclearFlight, McGraw-Hill,1965.
the thrust chamber-nozzlesystem has the potentialto

further increase the specific impulsefrom the engine, A 4. G.R. Nickerson,et. al., "Engineeringand
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pertormance T/W ..... Mlselon

Thrust 10,700 lbl 10,700 lbl Engine plus 500 km
Chamber temperature 3,200K 3,600 K Engine L_p Engine shield Re._.._fEarth.Orbit
ChamDer pressure 15 psia IMEO IMEO
Encjine thrust we*ght _ 6
S_itic impulse. TDK 1050 sac. 1210 sec.

Ref (NERVA) 850 4 2.8 884 1400
Engme Design Data

Eng*oe.=.yslem•pressure ted (no pumps) Advanced NERVA 925 6 3.3 713 1037
Eng_n_ mass 1.840
Nozzle throat 01ametel 22 _n

Nozzle length :'35 _n LPNTR 1050 6 2.2 603 814
Nozzle area rsl0o ,_0 3200 K
Flow rate :05 =baec _ 1,baec LPNTR 1210 B 2.2 485 611
System pressure arop 2Cpsi 3600 K

_.actofDana_. LPNTR 3600 K 1210 6 2.2 440 534

Thermal power ;;60Mw Dual range 1350 1.2 0.44
Fuel region power 0entity, av 5 Mw lit
Reactor geometry Spherical shell
Flow direction Radial-outwer0
Fuelmaterial UC-ZrC ,, ta0 HfCUC Table 3 - IME(J Advantate LPNTR
Fuel form lrnm beads,or waters
Fuel matrix mailing point (msx_ -- 37_0K _ZrC) "- 4200K ,:HtC)
Fuel density in fuel 1 g 235 Ulcc
Fuel loading .--40 kg 235 U -- 50 kg 235 U
Fuel assembly type Con*cat • axial_raclial axmalflow
No. of hzel assemblies 120
Film.Jt, 11K at fuel exit
,..T in b_ad (1mm die.) 25K al fuel exit
Max ft,el temperature, nominal 3636K at fuel exit

Reactor core ID,OD 35cmrT0cm
Reactormoderator Be _-ZrH
Reactor reflector Be + graphite

Reflectorthickness 10cs Explosive rupture -- No pumps, operates below tank pressure

EngineMassEstimate(3200K) Reactivity insertion -- Mechanical drums eliminated

Reactor Loss of flow -- Engines can be manifolded to get

ReK_n Material Masskg emergency flow from ali tanWs

Hot Frft ZrC foam 3
Fuel ZrC coated beads 150 Table 4 - LPNTR Reduces Susceptabtl ity to Safety
Coldfrll Zr 7 Crit ical Fai lures
Moderator ZrH 123
Moderator Be 70
Reflector Be +graphite 33__..22

nestler subtotal 693

Nozzle 43
Propellent lines 3420
Thrust chamber 45
Auxiliaryequipment To_l mass 835"kg('_'_

Table I - 11,000 Ibr Thrust LPNTR

• Potential to reduce or Turbo pump -- eliminated
eliminate troublesome Control drums -- eliminated

Almumptlorm -- 7 engine configuration components Engine gimbal -- eliminated
-- No |OSm for re(Juced thrust after earth departure Valves _ reduced
- Sh_e_1Omr Reactor parts -- reduced

-_ mp .... _ * Small engtne size gives 2 Any two failures of 7 engineJ
i ==ThrustCh,m_er . U=_ forI engine out capability configuration

- i"=,l i.i0,,t o, on, comO,n..on
" U_ per_ormar._ thermal problems helps retain core heat transfer! ! I I at low pressure, Lower nozzle

' 75.(X30, 15 3600 1400 1122 1210 1 and thrust chamber heat flux

iHigh per_ofrnsr_e 75.0'C3#=" 15 J 3600 I 1400 I 1122 I 1210 |
i 15,0OO_r(si 3 . 3600 lr_ 1170 1350

i j, , J .... J__ 1 ._ • Reduced radiation Control valves and electronics
'_ Earth departure ,_bove run tank
I=_AX other _unls

Table Z - LPNTR Hission Analysis Table S - LPNTR Reliability Potential
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'----3_M-----'1 1350 ,, Iowthrust _ L_____ _"Fig. 1 - Reference LPNTR 0
1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Gas temperatureT, °K

Poison I_ Fig. 4 - Estimated Augmentation Factor forReactivity Dissociation-RecombinationEffects in Convective
Rod .......li Control Heat Transfer to Hydrogen (Bussard 1985)

t Reflector '
_ _.__,__= e7 I ( 9_ _Di_ ---=--: =----_ , ucmu

Fi._w .-:_" lll-;,__._._L; _, 70_mlD
,'.' >-_ s---, __-_:.:=>_. :_ _ ,,, 120 Fuel elemerts Zr Cold fill

(-500/o flow exhaust)
Outlet . ?:i-.•"' J _-'---.'-.4_..._. :"> ! _II UZrC Cold zone particles
Pf'iris ,/; <>\ qt! _)'_..# _;_ :_ i area ReactorOD UH,C "Hot zone• / _- lm.--_
..... " • _ ' '//_._ ",",,',,

120Total "' ,' _",i ' t ! /' i'?:•,,,;'_ :,:::, •./_\../I 1,2m parlic,es&frlt- I" ' !
::.':--._" --. HI,I-?';'_ ._!/ '-',.,, .. Fuel Assy /i_ _ ,,_ _ CoreO.D. _i.... _ph_lle

;,;; ,0 C'_,,ltJ/.,/_.s_:,i_- 70cmOO ///0 00_,_./'m _ "" '-

,i.'_ ,1 _, _ d-_'%_'_._,_ '_\\i 3scmlD li "_--"" _'___q{i!,_ "x _ _"_, 0 'J.,. !ij)l
't':i' ',,t',D _,_ _j 0 '_ ,}'iI L MainH, \_ ' -_ ,2._iW...._'"_---.___J
',t,_.. ". % _'.' ,ijj r Feed " e_rvmumatiuctumi ...... ""---.$_'" ' " _ " '"x7 .. /' matrlll and reflector _ \

_\ ".-.._._" _ ! / ZrH Sleeve

_>_k_ _ i ,/ ,/ Fuel loading O,5g U235,c¢ 1mm
r-_ _/ ktt'" /, ,.,,,' Kefl 1.054 ,:l .020 °Hafnium 180

'._', ., Fig. 5 - PreliminaryLPNTR Neutronic Study Results

,_;' ',,_.

4,

Fig. Z - Prel,minaryLPNTR "0o_" _Internal Configurationand Flow \-z@, _'. _" - 1.4

3000 - 1.2 ._
O_

......... _........................... " _ 2000 - 0.8

E --i- .->
........ _,,'_j /_--_ ,_ _ :.i-/ Basis -06

.................. "t _ ...........::.:_ , Core O.D. 0 m Ii:
1000 7f I Chamber temperature- 3600K - 0.4

i_il _ !:ii':::::::: lr/ Ch_lmber pressure - 15 psia

:.... -:-:=:-........<_- , ........ / Av. power density - 5 Mw/III - 0.2

.......... _:.7,,
t ___l.... .... l_ i o

0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

:" Fractional distance through fuel bed

Fig. 3 - LPNTR - Particle Bed Fig. 6 - LPNTR - Fuel Bed Power Density and
Fuel Assembly Schematic Temperatures(11,000 Ibr Thrust)
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